Metro Gun Club General League Rules
Each league carries with it individual rules and guidelines discussed at the pre-league meeting. Metro Gun
Club ownership determines and defines the league rules based on what has worked well in previous years and
feedback during the pre-league meeting.
League Rounds
 All league rounds must be shot in a league book to be counted.
(If your book is on another field see cashier for “Dummy Book”)
 Late Rounds will not be accepted for Team Scores – Blind Score is applied to missed weeks.
(Rounds can still be shot for Individual Scores/Avg up until the last week of the league – Except for
Individual League Competition)
Rain Outs
Metro Gun Club reserves the right to call or not to call shooting due to in-climate weather. Shooting will be
called one way or the other by 7pm, in the event it is called, a notice will be posted on our website at
www.metrogunclub.com and the leagues due on that day will have two rounds due by the next weeks due date.
Broken Targets
During league shooting, what constitutes a broken target? We instruct our employees to pay attention to chips.
Dust off a target does not qualify as a broken target; it must have a distinct piece come off for it to be counted.
On Field Discrepancies
All target discrepancies or issues are to be dealt with on the field during the round or just after. No changes to
scores will occur once you leave the field.
Please go to your assigned field that you were given when you signed up for your rounds. It is not ok to jump
fields without permission from the cashier or the line walker. If you prepaid for your rounds you will
still need to get field assignment from cashier. (Do not ask puller, they are not in charge of field
assignment and will not know, it is the cashier and line walkers job to assign fields to shooters).
When on your assigned field, teams are only allowed to shoot two-consecutive rounds before allowing the next
team to shoot providing they are shooting in a timely manner. If a team is taking an unusual amount of time to
complete a round they may be asked to allow others to shoot in between their rounds in consideration of others
waiting. It is advised for those needing more time to come during off peak hours and to notify cashier that they
need extra time so that they can assign fields accordingly.
*Any Spectators not shooting must stay behind the fence line.
Grilling and Facility Use
Metro Gun Club allows teams to enjoy our facilities, to hang out and grill. We ask those to clean up after
themselves and make sure trash and empty containers are thrown away and not left on the ground. If the trash
can next to your site is full, please notify cashier.
Alcohol is not permitted beyond the fence line or on top of the fence posts at anytime!

